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Informal waste workers are currently 
essential to reducing ocean plastic pollution.

Introducing the Problem

Their efforts make recycling possible. In a recent study of nine Asian
cities, informal waste collectors contributed over 95% of the PET
recovered for recycling.

Despite this, informal waste workers typically experience low and volatile
incomes, unsafe and unhealthy working conditions, stigma in their communities,
and a lack of access to social protections.

Furthermore, in many communities in South and Southeast Asia,
women make up the majority of informal
waste workers. 

Women in these roles are likely to face
gender-based discrimination, harrassment,
violence, and health risks; challenges due to
additional care and domestic duties; as well as
lower earnings and fewer opportunities for
progression than men.



Pilot funding of
US$25,000

Each organisation in
the cohort will receive
funding for six months
to support the testing
of their solution. 

Projects commence in
Q3 2021 and will wrap
up by Q2 2022.

Research & insights

In addition to a
program-level research
agenda, each project
will be supported in the
measurement of their
impact, and connected
to others to share
learning and insights.

Program Benefits

To prevent plastic leakage and 
improve livelihoods,

Introducing the Program
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The Incubation Network’s “Leakage
& Livelihoods” program is sourcing,
supporting and connecting a cohort
of organizations in South and
Southeast Asia.

Each organisation is testing a solution that aims to improve material recovery and
reduce plastic leakage into the ocean, while also improving livelihoods and social
protection for informal waste workers (IWWs). 

Technical assistance

Drawing on its
extensive regional
ecosystem, The
Incubation Network will
provide access to expert
advice and services
where needed.

Amplification & 
 pathways to scale

The Incubation
Network and partners
will showcase the
results and stories of
the cohort, and work
with project teams to
co-design pathways for
what happens next.



Meet the Cohort
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7
projects

3
countries

6
models

2 Civil Society
Organizations

5 Companies and Social
Enterprises

India, Indonesia,
Vietnam

Integration of IWWs
into new technologies

or facilities, with
degrees of

formalization 



BINTARI Foundation
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Semarang, Indonesia

The Bina Karta Lestari (BINTARI) Foundation is a non-profit organization focused on
environmental management and sustainable development, including solid waste
management. 

With support from GIZ, BINTARI is currently developing a material recovery marketplace via
a mobile app, which seeks to facilitate waste transactions between communities, waste
banks, and TPS3R facilities with recycling actors.

https://bintari.org/
https://bintari.org/
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Western India

EcoSattva Environmental Solutions is a women-led organisation based in Aurangabad that
provides services in the management of solid waste (SWM), green cover, and wastewater. 

One of EcoSattva’s key SWM offerings is a highly integrated, six-step process called
“BOTRAM” (Baseline, Onboarding, Training, Resource recovery, Awareness campaigns, and
Monitoring). BOTRAM has been implemented in 15 cities, towns and villages in India,
Argentina and Indonesia. 

http://www.carpeindia.org/?fbclid=IwAR3W_3yYKgHqEdzgYPR2YnZQCdz-rV_EdPiSIhvt4u2YIu6HgYvdE8hPvt8
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Bangalore, India

Hasiru Dala Innovations (HDI) is a for-purpose company focused on creating better
livelihoods and entrepreneurship opportunities for waste pickers, through inclusive
businesses that enable the circular economy. 

Pictured: Waste Entrepreneurs

https://hasirudalainnovations.com/
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East Java, Indonesia

The Indonesian Solid Waste Association (InSWA) is a member-based association of solid
waste management professionals and stakeholders, with a goal to promote integrated
sustainable waste management and a transition to a circular economy. 

InSWA is the implementing partner of the Norwegian-funded Clean Oceans through Clean
Communities (“CLOCC”) project of Avfall Norge and the International Solid Waste Association
(“ISWA”).

http://inswa.or.id/
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East Java, Indonesia

Reciki Solusi Indonesia is a private company that provides end-to-end solutions for waste
management and environmental development in Indonesia. It partners with governments,
communities, and companies to reduce waste from collection, achieving maximal landfill
deviation while recovering and repurposing valuable resources. 

https://www.reciki.co.id/
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Hoi An, Vietnam

ReForm Plastic (an initiative of Evergreen Labs) operates a franchised model of facilities
across Southeast Asia that process low-value plastics (LVPs) into construction materials and
other products, using compression molding solutions.

They recently piloted a community Material Recovery Facility (MRF) model in central
Vietnam that offers voluntary source separation options for households and businesses, and
an integrated, inclusive and flexible arrangement for informal waste workers (IWWs).

http://reformplastic.com/
http://reformplastic.com/
http://reformplastic.com/
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Bangalore, India

Saahas Zero Waste is a socio-environmental enterprise that provides a range of end-to-end
waste management services based on the principles of circular economy. 

https://saahaszerowaste.com/
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Email inclusivemarkets@incubationnetwork.com to connect with any of our cohort
participants.

Request an Introduction
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